NORMS FOR REMOTE LEARNING

1. BE KIND
   We're all in a life-altering experience. It’s easy to misinterpret meaning online. Clarify. Keep expectations reasonable.

2. BE MINDFUL
   Consider your academic identity. Mute when not speaking. Write formal emails. Use your USask email and full name. Dress for class.

3. CHECK BEFORE YOU SHARE
   This isn't social media. Re-read your posts/comments/emails. Take time to form your thoughts. Actively participate.

4. RESPECT COPYRIGHT
   Research ahead of time. Don’t post misleading or incorrect information. Reference your sources.

MORE REMOTE TEACHING & LEARNING TIPS ...

...INSTRUCTORS: HTTPS://TEACHING.USASK.CA/REMOTE-TEACHING/INDEX.PHP
...STUDENTS: HTTPS://STUDENTS.USASK.CA/STUDY/REMOTE-LEARNING.PHP
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